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Abstract

Recent transformer-based models for learning table representation have reported
state-of-the-art results for different tasks such as table understanding, question
answering and semantic parsing. The various proposed models use different
architectures, specifically different attention mechanisms. In this paper, we analyze
and compare the attention mechanisms used by two different tabular language
models. By visualizing the attention maps of the models, we shed a light on the
different patterns that the models exhibit. With our analysis on the aggregate
attention over two tabular datasets, we provide insights which might help towards
building more efficient models tailored for table representation learning.

1 Introduction

Tables are a commonly used structures for storing and representing information, found in abundance
across different databases, industrial spreadsheets and web pages. The availability of large, publicly
accessible tabular datasets [2, 9, 16] motivated the research community to investigate and develop
models for learning latent table representation, which can be used for variety of tasks such as: table
question answering [23], semantic parsing [8, 25], table search [19], semantic annotation of tables
[10, 11] and other subtasks towards table interpretation [4, 22].

Several aspects of tabular data distinguish tables as a different type of modality from text; tables
have an inherit structure with a header, rows and columns, they often store only numerical values
and the information stored in tables does not follow the common rules of grammar, i.e., it is without
a logical meaning in contrast to a sentence. The challenge is to leverage the table characteristics
and the capabilities of the existing language models (LMs) [5, 15], while designing models tailored
for learning table representation. Consequently, in addition to the masked language model (MLM)
objective used in BERT, the proposed tabular language models (TaLMs) rely on table-specific pre-
training objectives, such as masked column prediction (MCP) [25], masked entity recovery (MER)
[4] and masked cell recovery [8, 23]. Two recent surveys provided a detailed overview of the different
architectures and pre-training objectives used by the recent tabular language models (TaLMs) [1, 6].

Following the success of the Transformer model [18], the research community is focused towards
understanding the attention mechanism that is at the core of this model. Several works on attention in
the BERT model share the findings that the deeper layers of the model focus on specific part-of-speech
tags (such as nouns, verbs) [14, 21], target longer-distance relationships and therefore require broader
context [14, 20]. Visualizing the attention maps of pre-trained LMs provides insights about the
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different patterns that the models exhibit and the semantic as well as syntactic knowledge that these
models capture [3, 17, 20].

Inspired by this line of work, we reuse and adapt the existing methods for analyzing the attention
from LMs to the TaLMs. Our analysis focuses on the attention from TaBERT [25] and TURL [4].
These two models use fundamentally different approaches for leveraging the table structure. TaBERT
enforces the table structure by adapting the input structure using the so called special token [SEP],
while TURL uses visibility matrix for restricting the attention mechanism.

Furthermore, we explore the influence of the input data to the attention maps of the models by
analyzing the aggregate attention over two essentially different datasets. The first dataset, T2D [16],
consists of manually annotated tables with mostly textual data. The second, GitTables [9], consists of
tables extracted from online resources with mostly numerical values. Our analysis shows that while
the size of the input data does not significantly affect the behaviour of the attention, the content of
the data certainly does. Interestingly, when present in the input, the special tokens steal all of the
attention. With our analysis we aim to answer the following questions:

• What is the effect of the restricted input vs the restricted attention map?

• Does the size of the input affect the behaviour of the attention?

• Is the attention from the header cells to the body cells significant?

• How much attention do the special tokens receive?

2 Preliminaries

In this section we formalize the notion of table, describe the transformer encoder and give an overview
of the self-attention mechanisms used in TaLMs.

2.1 Table

We formally define a table as a tuple T = (C,H), where C = {c1,1, c1,2, . . . , ci,j , . . . , cn,m} is the
set of table body cells for n rows and m columns. Every cell ci,j =

(
tci,j ,1, tci,j ,2, . . . , tci,j ,k

)
is a

sequence of tokens of length k. The table header H = {h1, h2, . . . , hm} is the set of corresponding m
column header cells, where hj =

(
thj ,1, thj ,2, . . . , thj ,l

)
is a sequence of header tokens of length l.

2.2 Transformer Encoder

The encoder block from the Transformer[18], which is used in pre-trained LMs, is also the back-
bone of the most recent TaLMs. The input to the Transformer encoder is a sequence of vectors
(x1, x2, . . . , xn), corresponding to n tokens from the input sequence. The goal is to learn a contextu-
alized representation for the vectors by passing them through a stack of L identical layers: each with
H self-attention heads followed by a position-wise feed forward layer.

Through separate linear transformation, every vector xi is transformed into a query, key and value
vectors, qi, ki and vi. The self-attention mechanism, also known as Scaled Dot-Product Attention,
assigns an attention weight of a target token xi with respect to every other token in the input sequence:

Attention (xi) = (αi,1, αi,2, . . . , αi,j) (1)

where αi,j is the attention weight that token xi pays to token xj and i, j ∈ [1, . . . , n], where n is
the total number of tokens in the input sequence. The attention weight αi,j is calculated as the dot
product of the query vector qi with the key vectors kj , followed by the softmax operation. The output
of the attention head is the weighted sum of the values:

α = Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax

(
QKT

√
dk

)
V (2)

where Q,K and V are the query, key and values matrices respectively, and 1√
dk

is a scaling factor
with dk the dimension of K.
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Intuitively, this matrix represents how much a token attends to the other tokens from the input
sequence, when calculating the next representation for the current token.

By using several attention heads in parallel, the model is able to jointly attend to information at
different positions. The multi-head attention, is the concatenation of the independently calculated
attention heads, each calculated with Eq. 2 :

MultiHead(Q,K, V ) = Concat(head1, . . . ,headH)WO

headi = Attention
(
QWQ

i ,KWK
i , V WV

i

)
where the parameter matrices WQ

i ,WK
i ,WV

i and WO are learned during the training process.

2.3 Overview of Attention in TaLMs

The attention mechanism is crucial in the computation of the contextual representation of the input.
However, the attention mechanism presented in the original Transformer paper [18] is intended to
be used on a sequential input (e.g., a sentence). This requires a lot of computations, since every
element from the input sequence attends to every other element. A table represents a different type
of modality, therefore it can be beneficial to modify the attention mechanism such that it reflects
the structure of the table. In the search for a more efficient and more narrow attention mechanism,
different adaptations have been proposed.

TaBERT [25] encoded a table row-wise with the self-attention mechanism as presented in the
Transformer [18] and then stacked these representations vertically. A column-wise self-attention
is then applied to obtain contextualized representation for the columns. TAPAS [8] only used the
Transformer self-attention with additional embedding which indicate the row and column identity
of the tokens. MATE [7] is an improved and more efficient version of TAPAS with sparse-attention
which restricted the attending heads to tokens only from the same row (row heads) or to tokens from
the same columns (column heads). TUTA [23] proposed a tree structure to represent cell coordinates
and capture the distance between the cells in a table. They used a distance-aware attention with
tree-based positional encoding and restricted the attention only to tokens from neighboring cell within
a defined distance range. TURL [4] introduced a visibility matrix to restrict the attention from the
current token to tokens from the same row or the same column. The more recent TableFormer model
[24], used a set of predefined attention-biases as learnable scalars which were added as a bias-term to
the self-attention module.

In Table 1 we summarize the different attention mechanisms used in the existing TaLMs. We refer
to the self-attention mechanism from [18] as the Transformer attention. Additionally, we show the
number of attention layers, L, and the number of attention heads, H . For a more detailed overview
and in-depth analysis of the complete model architectures and pre-training objectives, we refer the
readers to the survey paper by Dong et al. [6].

Table 1: Overview of the different attention mechanisms used in the models.
Model Attention L H

TAPAS Transformer attention 12 12
TaBERT Transformer attention + vertical on the columns 3 6
TURL Restricted to tokens in the same row/column + header 4 12
TUTA Joint bi-tree-based. Focused on spatial and hierarchical info 4 12
MATE Row/column restricted attention heads 12 3
TableFormer Added attention-bias to each attention head 12 12

3 Analyzing Attention

In the focus of our analysis are two fundamentally different TaLMs. We first discuss in detail the
inputs and the architecture of the attention mechanism in both of the models. We then present a
visualization of one attention head for an example input table. After that we explore different aspects
of the aggregate attention from the models over two different datasets.
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3.1 Models

The models that we analyse were developed and optimized for solving different problems, therefore,
it is difficult to make a fair comparison and decide which and what would be better. Instead, our goal
is to give an overview of their different inputs and architectures and expose the differences in their
attention maps.

TaBERT [25] is one of the first TaLMs which has been pre-trained on tabular data. With the
intention to be used as a neural semantic parser, the model gets as input a question and a table with
the possible answer, and outputs a contextualized vector representation of the question tokens and the
columns of the table. TaBERT lineraizes every table row as a sequence of the cells and passes this as
input to the BERT model. This sequence always starts with the [CLS] special token and ends with the
[SEP] special token. Every cell is represented as the concatenation of the column name, column type
and value, separated from the other cells with [SEP]. For example, the value of the first cell from the
example table in Figure 1 is represented as:

[CLS][SEP] name︸ ︷︷ ︸
Column Name

| text︸︷︷︸
Column Type

|michael schumacher︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cell Value

[SEP]

Using BERT, a row-wise representation of every row is generated. First, a cell-level pooling is done
in order to generate a cell representation. Then, a column-wise vertical self-attention layers are
applied and the final representation for the columns are generated. In the TaBERT model, the base
BERT model is used as the initial row-encoder, with L = 12 and H = 12. The vertical self-attention
mechanism is with L = 3 layers, each with H = 6 attention heads. We want to analyse the attention
that the different types of tokens receive. Therefore, we extracted the attention weights from the
BERT layers instead of the vertical self-attention layers. It is important to note that these layers are
part of the tabular pre-trained model.

TURL [4] is a TaLM used for various tasks towards table understanding such as: entity linking,
column type annotation, relation extraction, row population, cell filling and schema augmentation.

In TURL, a cell level pooling is done during the initial preprocessing, when the body cells are
represented as the mean average of their token embeddings. The embedding representation for a body
cell ci,j is referred to as the entity representation: eci,j = MEAN(et1 , et2 , . . . , etk). In contrast, the
header tokens are encoded separately and referred to as the token representations. The embedding
representation for a header cell hj is ehj = (ethj,1 , ethj,2 , . . . , ethj,l). A sequence of token and entity
embeddings, together with an attention mask matrix, are the inputs to self-attention of TURL.

The attention mask that TURL used, is called a visibility matrix, and is a mechanism for restricting
the attention from the tokens. The visibility matrix allows every body cell to attend only to tokens
from the same row or from the same column, with the column header tokens being visible to all cells
belonging to the particular column. For example, while generating a representation for the first body
cell in the example table from Figure 1, only the tokens from the first header cell are visible, while
the rest of the headers are masked. Additionally, TURL generates the contextualized representations
for the header tokens, and the body cells separately, i.e., there are 2 attention matrices produced by
the self-attention mechanism. In our analysis we used the attention weights for the entity cells.

3.2 Visualizing an individual input

We now present the visualization of the attention weights for a single table. An interactive view of
the full attention maps for both models is available online 1. The visualizations have been created
with the tool BertViz [20], which was developed for the analysis of the attention in BERT. Figure 1
shows an example table which we used as input to both TaBERT and TURL. The attention weights
between the attending tokens on the left to the attended tokens on the right are represented with lines,
where the thickness of each line indicates the strength of the weight.

In this visualization we observe the difference between the inputs of the models. In the left picture,
we see the input sequence to TaBERT which includes the special tokens [CLS] and [SEP] and the
delimiter sign |. Additionally, the name of the column and the type of the column are added to the

1https://github.com/anetakoleva/attention_analysis_TaLMs
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Name Auto Racing Team Formula1 Race Year
Michael Schumacher Scuderia Ferrari 2005 United States Grand Prix 2005

Figure 1: Attention from layer 2, head 9, from TaBERT (left) and TURL (right) for the input table.

content of every body cell. In the right picture, we see the simpler input sequence that is passed to
TURL. The header cells are tokenized, while the body cells are observed as one token (an entity view
where an entity is the mean representation of its tokens).

We note that the attention weights in TaBERT are much more broad, with stronger weights on the
special tokens, while in TURL we notice the effect of the restricted attention, so that every body cell
attends only to its column name.

3.3 Analysis of the aggregate attention

Following the analysis done in [3] for BERT, we explore aspects of the aggregate attention extracted
from encoding corpus of tables with the TaLMs. Since for TaBERT we can extract and visualize
maps only for tables with 1 row, we report our analysis for both TaBERT and TURL for tables from
which we sampled n = 1 row. Additionally, to investigate if the size of the dataset would impact the
behaviour of the attention, we also conducted our analysis on tables with n = 3 and n = 5 rows with
the TURL model. These findings are presented in the Appendix A of the paper.

To investigate if the content of the input data affects the behaviour of the attention mechanism, we
used two different datasets, T2D [16] and GitTables [9]. The first dataset consists of tables extracted
from the Web Data Commons [13] with mostly textual data. The second dataset contains tables
extracted from Github pages, with many numerical values. From the GitTables dataset we only keep
those columns in the tables for which there is a DBpedia [12] column annotation available.

3.3.1 Attention to the special tokens

In BERT, there are special tokens with specific roles; [CLS] - used for classification predictions
and always added at the beginning of an input sequence, [SEP] - the separator token is used as a
deliminator between 2 input sequences and [PAD] - the padding token. We explore how different
attention heads behave with respect to these tokens, i.e., how much attention is payed to these tokens.

The experiments with the two datasets and the sampling of n ∈ [1, 3, 5] rows for the tables, revealed a
clear pattern in the attention of TURL to the [PAD] token. In Figure 2 we show the average attention
of each head towards the [PAD] token across the 4 layers. This token receives less than half of the
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Figure 2: Average attention to the [PAD] token from TURL for the GitTables and T2D datasets.
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[SEP]
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Figure 3: Average attention to the [CLS] and [SEP] tokens from TaBERT for the GitTables dataset.
Attention to the [SEP] token is higher when the current token is [SEP].

attention, and the highest average attention weight this token receives when the current token is also
the token [PAD].

Similarly as in the BERT analysis [3], we see that large amount of the TaBERT’s attention focuses
only on the [CLS] and [SEP] tokens. While in the first 4 layers, the attention is on the [CLS] token,
after the 5th layer substantial amount of attention is directed to the [SEP] token. Moreover, in Figure 3
(on the right), we see that although the attention is stronger when the current token is [SEP], more
than half of the attention from the other tokens in the input is also directed to this token. In [3] the
authors hypothesize that this token is used as a no-op token, which means that it is seen as a signal to
the model to ignore this attention head as it does not find a meaningful pattern.

Since in the input sequence, all of the body cells are divided with the [SEP] token, the number of the
[SEP] tokens in the input sequence is equal to the number of columns in the table plus 2 ([SEP] is
also added at the beginning and at the end of the sequence. Separating all the cells with the [SEP]
token might be harming the model’s ability to focus to the rest of the tokens.

3.3.2 Attention to the header/body tokens

To analyze the effect that the column names have on the learned representation of the body cells, we
compute the average attention that the header tokens and the body cells receive.
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Figure 4: Average attention to the header and body tokens for the GitTables dataset.

The average body cell attention of one attention head is calculated as 1
k

∑
i

∑
j∈c αi,j , where c ∈ C

is a body cell, i ∈ [0, 1, . . . , n] where n is total number of tokens and k is the number of body tokens.
The attention to the body tokens from all of the tokens in the table, αi,j , divided by the number of
body tokens.

Similarly, the average header attention of one attention head is calculated as 1
l

∑
i

∑
j∈h αi,j where

h ∈ H is a header token and l is the number of header tokens. The results for both datasets look very
similar, therefore here we analyze only the aggregate attention over the GitTables dataset, and we add
to the Appendix A the T2D results.

Figure 9 (b) shows that for TURL the average attention to the header is highest in the first layer and
then it decreases, while the average attention to the body cells after the first layer increases. Both
types of tokens receive equal amount of attention and the model is not fixed only on the header or on
the body cell. The body cell tokens attend to the header tokens and vice versa.

Figure 9 (a) shows that for TaBERT the average attention towards the header cells is significantly low
(around 0.1) and it does not increase in any of the 12 layers. Intuitively, this means that the header
cells have very small impact to the contextualized representations of the body cells. The average
attention towards the body cells is higher in the first layer and after that it steadies at around 0.2
which is not a high attention weight.

3.3.3 Attention Entropy

We measure the attention dispersion to see if the attention is more focused on particular words or it
attends broadly over the input sequence. We measure the attention dispersion across the layers based
on the entropy of the attention distribution.

Entropyα (xi) = −
i∑

j=1

αi,j log (αi,j)

When the pre-defined tokens are part of the input sequence, the attention tends to be more focused
on these tokens and previous studies [3, 20] have calculated the attention entropy excluding these
tokens. However, these tokens are used to integrate the table structure in the input sequence provided
by TaBERT, therefore, we can not exclude them from the calculation.

We observe that the entropy for both datasets is very similar for TURL (Figure 5 (b)). Across the 4
layers the entropy remains very low, under 1, indicating that the attention is focused on several words.

In the case of TaBERT, Figure 5 (a), shows that the GitTables dataset is overall with lower entropy.
For both datasets, in the first layer there are particularly high-entropy heads which attend very broadly
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Figure 5: Entropies of the attention distribution for both GitTables and T2D datasets.

and even though the entropy is lower for the middle layers (5-9), it is still notably higher compared to
TURL. This reveals that the attention in TaBERT is overall much more dispersed.

4 Conclusion

We have presented a series of analysis for gaining insights into the different self-attention mechanisms
used by two TaLMs. Using visualization maps we offer a view of the different inputs of the models
and how the attention is divided between the elements of the input sequence. With the analysis on the
aggregate attention we reveal the discrepancy in the attention payed to the header and to the body
cells between the two models. The higher average attention in TURL towards the header tokens
means that the body cells attend to the header tokens, which would be beneficial for solving tasks
such as the column type annotation. This observation indicates that the restriction on the attention
mechanism used by TURL, compared to the extended input enforced by TaBERT, might be more
effective for navigating the attention between the body and the header tokens. Additionally, we
showed that considerable amount of attention from TaBERT is payed to the special tokens. Since
these tokens may be used as a no-op for the model and more than half of the 12 layers in TaBERT
focus exclusively on these tokens, the question of how many attention layers from BERT are needed
when building efficient TaLMs raises. To establish if and how much the attention influences the
output from the two analysed models, experiments on a commonly defined task are required.
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Figure 6: Average attention to the [PAD] token from TURL for the GitTables dataset with n number
of rows.
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Figure 7: Average attention to the [PAD] token from TURL for the T2D dataset with n number of
rows.
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[SEP]
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Figure 8: Average attention to the special tokens from TaBERT for the T2D dataset.
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Figure 9: Average attention to the header and body tokens for the T2D dataset.
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Figure 10: Average attention to the header/body tokens from TURL for the GitTables dataset with n
number of rows.
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Figure 11: Average attention to the header/body tokens from TURL for the T2D dataset with n
number of rows.
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